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ABSTRACT

Communication anonymity is becoming an increasingly important, or even indispensable, security requirement for many applications. The existing research in anonymous communications can largely be divided into two categories: mix-based systems and secure multiparty computation-based systems, originating from mixnet and DC-net, respectively. However, they either cannot provide provable anonymity or suffer from transmission collision problem. In this paper, we first propose a novel unconditionally secure source anonymous message authentication code that can be applied to any messages without relying on any trusted third parties. While ensuring message sender anonymity, secure source anonymous message authentication code can also provide message content authenticity. We then propose a novel communication protocol that can hide the senders and the recipients from each other and thus can be used for secure file sharing. The security analysis demonstrates that the proposed protocol is secure against various attacks. Our analysis also shows that it is efficient and practical.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of public acceptance of the Internet as a means of communication and information dissemination has made communication privacy an increasingly important requirement for many network applications. Although end-to-end encryption protects the data content of communications from adversarial access, it does not conceal all the relevant information that two users are communicating. Adversaries can still learn not only the network of the sender and receiver but also the network addresses of its end-to-end source and destination.

In many situations, it is highly desirable or indispensable for users to keep their communications anonymous. In other words, anonymity is no longer a feature but a fundamental security requirement for many applications. For example, a customer placing an online order may not want his or her transactions to be traced. For applications such as e-voting, e-cash, and so on, anonymity is a fundamental requirement. As another example, if the item ordered by this person can be delivered electronically, he or she may not want his or her destination address to be identified.

Over the last years, overlay networks have evolved as a natural decentralized way to share data and services among a network of loosely connected components. This proliferation of overlay networks has also been propelled by popular applications, most notably secure file sharing and Internet Protocol telephony (e.g., Gnutella, BitTorrent, and Skype). People seeking for sensitive information have a strong desire to remain anonymous so as to avoid being stigmatized or even to avoid physical or social detriment by suppressors. The freedom of information exchange is another important issue that obtained increasing attention in the last years. Some organizations, such as governments or private companies, may regard a discussion topic or a report as inconvenient or even harmful. They may thus try to censor the exchange of undesired information by either suppressing resource providers or if these are protected by anonymity, taking control of strategic regions of the network, such as gateways and proxies, and filtering the communication.

Without anonymity, there are abundant opportunities for passive eavesdropping on data communications. The exposure of network addresses may result in a number of severe consequences. Adversaries can easily overhear all
the messages and perform traffic analysis. In a tactical military communication network, an abrupt change in traffic pattern may indicate some forthcoming activities. This could be extremely dangerous in that adversaries can easily identify critical network nodes and then launch directed attacks on them.

In the past two decades, originated largely from Chaum’s mixnet [1] and DC-net [2], a number of anonymous communication protocols (e.g., [1,3–10]) have been proposed. The mixnet family protocols (e.g., [6,9–12]) use a set of “mix” servers that mix the received packets to make the communication path (including the sender and the recipient) ambiguous. They rely on the statistical properties of background traffic that is also referred to as the cover traffic to achieve the desired anonymity. The security of mixnet is based on the trust relationship of the mixers and cannot provide provable anonymity. The DC-net family protocols (e.g., [2,3,7,13]) utilize secure multiparty computation techniques. They provide provable anonymity without relying on trusted third parties. However, they suffer from the transmission collision problem that does not have a practical solution [7].

As the computing, communicating, and cryptographic techniques progress rapidly, increasing emphasis has been placed on developing efficient and unconditionally secure anonymous communications schemes for overlay networks without relying on trusted third parties and free of collision.

In this paper, we first propose a novel unconditionally secure and efficient source anonymous message authentication code (SA-MAC) for any messages without relying on any trusted third parties. While ensuring message sender anonymity, it can also provide message content authenticity. We then propose a novel communication protocol that can hide the senders and the receivers from each other and thus can be used for secure file sharing. In the proposed protocol, the participants are referred as the nodes and are organized into a set of generalized overlay network rings over the Internet. The nodes are further classified into normal nodes and super nodes. A normal node is a network node that has no direct connection to the nodes in other network rings. A super node can be a normal node that can also provide message forward services to the other networks. It can also be a special node dedicated to providing message forward services to the other networks. Each network should have many normal nodes and multiple super nodes. We then propose a novel communication protocol that can hide the senders and the recipients and their relationship from traffic analysis [14] and thus can be used for secure file sharing. The security analysis demonstrates that the proposed protocol is secure against various attacks. Our analysis also shows that it is efficient and practical.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the terminology, assumptions, and some of the previous works related to this paper. In Section 3, we describe the proposed unconditionally secure SA-MAC and the security analysis. In Section 4, we propose an anonymous communication protocol in detail along with security analysis and efficiency evaluation. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude this paper.

2. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINARY

In this section, we will briefly describe the terminology of anonymity defined in previous research. Then, we will introduce some cryptographic tools that will be used in this paper. Finally, we will present a brief overview of the related works in this area.

2.1. Terminology

The concept of anonymity in information management has been discussed in a number of previous works [1,2,10,15–17]. Anonymity generally refers to the state of being not identifiable within a set of subjects. Primarily, three types of anonymity or anonymous communication properties were defined in [15]: sender anonymity, recipient anonymity, and relationship anonymity. Sender anonymity means that a particular message is not linkable to any sender and no message is linkable to a particular sender. Recipient anonymity similarly means that a message cannot be linked to any recipient and that no message is linkable to a recipient. Relationship anonymity means that the sender and the recipient are unlinkable. In other words, sender and recipient cannot be identified as communicating with each other, though it may be clear that they are participating in some communications. Relationship anonymity is a weaker property than each of the sender anonymity and recipient anonymity. The aforementioned anonymities are also referred to as the full anonymities because they guarantee that an adversary cannot infer anything about the sender, the recipient, or the communication relationship from a transmitted message.

We will start with the definition of SA-MAC.

**Definition 1 (SA-MAC)**

A SA-MAC scheme consists of the following two algorithms:

- **Generate** \((m, y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n)\): Given a message \(m\) and the public keys \(y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\) of the anonymity set \(S = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n\}\), the actual message sender \(A_t, 1 \leq t \leq n\) can produce a SA-MAC code \(S(m)\) by using her own private key \(x_t\).
- **Verify** \(S(m)\): Given a message \(m\) and a SA-MAC \(S(m)\), which includes the public keys of all members in the AS, a verifier can determine whether \(S(m)\) is a valid SA-MAC generated by a member in the AS.

The security requirements for SA-MAC schemes include the following:
• **Sender ambiguity:** The probability that a verifier successfully determines the real sender of a SA-MAC is exactly 1/n, where n is the total number of ASs.

• **Unforgeability:** A SA-MAC is unforgeable if no adversary, given the public keys of all members of the AS and the SA-MACs for messages \( m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_l \) adaptively chosen by the adversary, can produce in polynomial time a new valid SA-MAC with nonnegligible probability.

In this paper, the user ID and user public key will be used interchangeably without making any distinction.

### 2.2. Modified ElGamal signature (MES) scheme

**Definition 2 (MES)**

The MES scheme [18] consists of the following three algorithms:

- **Key generation algorithm:** The signer chooses a random large prime \( p \) and a generator \( g \) of \( \mathbb{Z}_p^* \). Both \( p \) and \( g \) are made public. Then, for a random private key \( x \in \mathbb{Z}_p \), the public key \( y \) is computed from \( y = g^x \mod p. \)

- **Signature algorithm:** Similar to the ElGamal signature scheme [19,20], the MES can also have many variants. For the purpose of efficiency, in this paper, we will use a signature variant of ElGamal signature scheme, called **optimal scheme** [19,20]. To sign a message \( m \), one has to choose a random \( k \in \mathbb{Z}_p^* \) and then compute the exponentiation \( r = g^k \mod p \) and solve \( s \) from

\[
    s = rxh(m, r) + k \mod (p - 1)
\]

where \( h \) is a one-way hash function.

The algorithm finally outputs the signature \((r, s)\) of message \( m \).

- **Verification algorithm:** The verifier checks whether the signature equation

\[
    g^s = r^s rxh(m, r) \mod p
\]

is true. If the equality holds true, then the verifier “Accepts” the signature and “Rejects” otherwise.

### 2.3. Previous work

The existing anonymous communication protocols are largely stemmed from either mixnet [1] or DC-net [2]. A mixnet provides anonymity via packet reshuffling through (at least one trusted) “mix.” In a mixnet, a sender encrypts an outgoing message and the ID of recipient by using the public key of the mix. The mix accumulates a batch of encrypted messages, decrypts and reorders these messages, and forwards them to the recipients. An eavesdropper cannot link a decrypted output message with any particular (encrypted) input message. The mixnet thus protects the secrecy of users’ communication relationships. Recently, Möller presented a provably secure public-key encryption algorithm for mixnet [8]. This algorithm has been adopted by Mixminion [6]. However, because mixnet-like protocols rely on the statistical properties of background traffic, they cannot provide provable anonymity. Wright et al. [21] showed the degradation of anonymity of some protocols in the face of persistence attackers.

DC-net [2,17] is an anonymous multiparty computation amongst a set of participants; some pairs of which share secret keys. DC-net provides perfect (information theoretic) sender anonymity without requiring trusted servers. In a DC-net, users send encrypted broadcasts to the entire group, thus achieving receiver anonymity. However, all members of the group are made aware of when a message is sent, so DC-net does not have the same level of sender-receiver anonymity. Also, in DC-net, only one user can send at a time, so it takes additional bandwidth to handle collisions and contention. Lastly, a DC-net participant fixes its anonymity versus bandwidth trade-off when joining the system, and there are no provisions to rescale that trade-off when others join the system.

Crowds [10] extends the idea of anonymizer and is designed for anonymous web browsing. However, Crowds only provides sender anonymity. It does not hide the receivers and the packet content from the nodes en route. Hordes [22] is built on the Crowds. It uses multicast services and provides only sender anonymity. The k-anonymous communication protocol for overlay network introduced in [23] can provide both sender and recipient anonymity; however, the initialization and key chain distribution are quite complex. The communication overhead is also high. Motivated by the buses, a new interesting idea is proposed in [4] to hide the message senders and the message receivers. Unfortunately, the proposed approach has very limited flexibility. In addition, it primarily focuses on the theoretic performance analysis. The protocol was not clearly presented in this paper.

Recently, message sender anonymity based on ring signatures was introduced [24]. This approach can enable message sender to generate source anonymous message signature with contents authenticity assurance, while hiding the real identity of the message sender. The major idea is that the message sender (say Alice) randomly selects \( n \) ring members as the AS on her own without awareness of these members. To generate a ring signature, there are \( n \) trapdoor one-way functions involved. For each member in the ring other than the actual sender (Alice), Alice randomly selects an input and computes the one-way output by using message signature forgery. For the trapdoor one-way function corresponding to the actual sender Alice, she needs to solve the “message” that can “glue” the ring together and then sign this “message” using her knowledge of the trapdoor information. The original scheme has very limited flexibility, and the complexity of the scheme is
3. SECURE SOURCE ANONYMOUS MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODE (SA-MAC)

In this section, we propose an unconditionally secure and efficient source anonymous message authentication scheme based on the MES scheme. The MES scheme includes a random oracle model. In this paper, we first propose an unconditionally secure and efficient source anonymous message authentication scheme on the basis of the MES scheme. This is because the original ElGamal signature scheme is existentially forgeable with a generic message attack [25,26], whereas the MES scheme, as proved by Pointcheval and Stern [27], is secure against no-message attack and adaptive chosen message attack in the random oracle model. In fact, there are two well-known levels of forgeries: one-parameter forgery and two-parameter forgery.

3.1. The proposed SA-MAC scheme

Suppose that the message sender (say Alice) wishes to transmit a message $m$ anonymously from her network node to any other node. The AS includes $n$ members, $A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n$, for example, $S = \{A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n\}$, where the actual message sender Alice is $A_t$, for some value $t, 1 \leq t \leq n$.

Let $p$ be a large prime number and $g$ be a primitive element of $\mathbb{Z}_p^*$. Then, $g$ is also a generator of $\mathbb{Z}_p^*$. That is, $\mathbb{Z}_p^* = \{< g >\}$. Both $p$ and $g$ are made public and shared by all members in $S$. Each $A_t \in S$ has a public key $y_i = g^{x_i} \mod p$, where $x_i$ is the randomly selected private key from $\mathbb{Z}_{p-1}^*$. In this paper, we will not distinguish between the network node $A_t$ and its public key $y_i$. Therefore, we also have $S = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\}$.

Suppose $m$ is a message to be transmitted. The private key of the message sender Alice is $x_t, 1 \leq t \leq n$. To generate an efficient SA-MAC for message $m$, Alice performs the following three steps:

1. Select a random and pairwise different $k_i$ for each $1 \leq i \leq n, i \neq t$ and compute $r_i = g^{k_i} \mod p$.
2. Choose a random $k \in \mathbb{Z}_p$ and compute $r_i = g^{\prod_{j \neq t} y_{j}^{r_j} \mod p}$ such that $r_j \neq 1$ and $r_i \neq 1$ for any $i \neq t$, where $h_i = h(m, r_i)$.
3. Compute $s = k + \sum_{i \neq t} k_i + x_t h_i \mod (p - 1)$.

The SA-MAC of the message $m$ is defined as

$$S(m) = (m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, s)$$

where

$$g^s = r_1, \ldots, r_n y_1^{h_1}, \ldots, y_n^{h_n} \mod p$$

and $h_i = h(m, r_i)$.

3.2. Verification of SA-MAC

A verifier can verify an alleged SA-MAC

$$(m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, s)$$

for message $m$ by verifying whether the following equation holds:

$$g^s = r_1, \ldots, r_n y_1^{h_1}, \ldots, y_n^{h_n} \mod p$$

If Equation (3) holds true, the verifier “Accepts” the SA-MAC as a valid SA-MAC for message $m$. Otherwise, the verifier “Rejects” the SA-MAC.

In fact, if the SA-MAC has been correctly generated, then we have the following:

Therefore, the verifier should always “Accept” the SA-MAC if it is correctly generated and without being modified.

Remark 1. As a trade-off between computation and transmission, the SA-MAC can also be defined as \( S(m) = (m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, h_1, \ldots, h_n, s) \). In case \( S \) is also clear, it can be eliminated from the SA-MAC.

### 3.3. Security analysis

#### 3.3.1. Anonymity

To prove that the proposed SA-MAC is unconditionally anonymous, we have to prove that (i) for anybody other than the members of \( S \), the probability to successfully identify the real sender is \( 1/n \), and (ii) anybody from \( S \) can generate SA-MACs.

**Theorem 1.** The proposed SA-MAC can provide unconditional message sender anonymity.

**Proof.** The identity of the message sender is unconditionally protected with the proposed SA-MAC scheme. This is because regardless of the sender’s identity, there are exactly \( (p - 1)(p - 2) \ldots (p - n) \) different options to generate the SA-MAC, and all of them can be chosen by the SA-MAC generation procedure and by any of the members in the AS with equal probability without depending on any complexity-theoretic assumptions. The proof for the second part, that is anybody from \( S \) can generate the SA-MAC, is straightforward. This finishes the proof of this theorem.

#### 3.3.2. Unforgeability

The design of the proposed SA-MAC relies on ElGamal signature schemes. Signature schemes can achieve different levels of security. Security against existential forgery under adaptive chosen message attack is the maximum level of security.

In this section, we will prove that the proposed SA-MAC scheme is secure against existential forgery under adaptive chosen message attacks in the random oracle model [28]. The security of our result is based on the well-known discrete logarithms problem, which assumes that the computation of discrete logarithm in \( \mathbb{Z}_p \) with large \( p \) is infeasible. In other words, no efficient algorithms are known for nonquantum computers.

We will introduce two lemmas first. Lemma 1, or Splitting lemma, is a well-known probabilistic lemma from reference [27]. The basic idea of the Splitting lemma is that when a subset \( Z \) is “large” in a product space \( X \times Y \), it has many “large” sections. Lemma 2 is a slight modification of the Forking lemma presented in [27]. The proof of this theorem is mainly probability theory related. We will skip the proof of these two lemmas here.

**Lemma 1.** (The Splitting lemma)

\[ \text{Lemma 1.} \](The Splitting lemma)

Let \( A \subset X \times Y \) such that \( \Pr[B] \geq \varepsilon \). For any \( \varepsilon \), define \( B = (x, y) \in X \times Y | \Pr_{y \in Y} [(x, y) \in A] \geq \varepsilon - \varepsilon \) and \( B = (X \times Y)/B \), and then the following statements hold:

1. \( \Pr[B] \geq \varepsilon \)
2. \( \forall (x, y) \in B, \Pr_{y \in Y} [(x, y) \in A] \geq \varepsilon - \varepsilon \)
3. \( \Pr[B|A] \geq \varepsilon /\varepsilon \)

**Lemma 2.** The Forking lemma

Let \( A \) be a Probabilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) Turing machine given only the public data as input. If \( A \) can find, with nonnegligible probability, a valid SA-MAC \((m, S, r_1, r_2, h_1, \ldots, h_n, s)\) within a bounded polynomial time \( T \), then with nonnegligible probability, a replay of this machine that has control over \( A \) and a different oracle outputs another valid SA-MAC \((m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, h_1, \ldots, h_n, s)\), such that \( h_i = h_j \) for at least one \( i \) where \( i \neq j \) for some fixed \( j \).

**Theorem 2.** The proposed source anonymous communication message authentication code is secure against adaptive chosen message attack in the random oracle model.

**Proof.** (Sketch) If an adversary can forge a valid SA-MAC with nonnegligible probability, then according to the Forking lemma, the adversary can obtain two valid SA-MACs

\[ (m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, h_1, \ldots, h_n, s) \]

and

\[ (m, S, r_1, \ldots, r_n, h'_1, \ldots, h'_n, s') \]

such that for \( 1 \leq i \leq n, i \neq j \), \( h_i = h_j \) and \( h'_j \neq h'_j \). That is

\[ g^i = r_1, \ldots, r_n y_1, \ldots, y_n \mod p \]

and

\[ g^{i'} = r_1, \ldots, r_n y_1, \ldots, y_n \mod p \]

Dividing Equations (4) and (5), we obtain...
\[ g^{r_{s'\text{rt}}/C0\text{h'}t} \equiv y \mod p \quad (6) \]

Equivalently, we have
\[ y_t = g^{r_{s'\text{rt}}/C0\text{h'}t} \mod p \quad (7) \]

Therefore, we can compute the discrete logarithm of \( y_t \) in base \( g \) with nonnegligible probability, which contradicts to the assumption that it is computationally infeasible to compute the discrete of \( y_j \) in base \( g \).

4. THE PROPOSED ANONYMOUS COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL

4.1. Network model

In this paper, we adopt a structured overlay network topology used in many peer-to-peer systems such as KaZaa [29], Gnutella v0.6 [30], Herbivore [13], and Chord [10] to organize the network. That is, the participating nodes are divided into a set of small subgroups. From the topology of the overlay network, we expect that the adversary should not be able to distinguish the initiator traffic from the indirection traffic on an observable and open network. On the other hand, we know that no scheme can hide the fact that a node is participating. The best a scheme can do is to guarantee that no adversary can distinguish actively that a node initiates from mere participation in the protocol. In other words, a node can hide its own activities by handling traffic for other nodes.

Considering the overlay topology given in Figure 1, for node A, because it is the top of the branch, it can only be the initiator node. Whereas for node B, it has one predecessor and two successors; it could be hard to distinguish between initiator traffic and indirection from node B. However, the traffic volume in branch BC and BD will generally be different from branch AB. In fact, the difference is the volume of traffic that can be used to measure the traffic that initiates from node B. Finally, for node C and node D in Figure 1, because they do not have successor, all traffic that go to them are final; therefore, they can only be the recipients.

To prevent the node from being either the beginning or end of the branch and avoid possible traffic balance analysis, in this paper, the nodes in each subgroup are logically organized into an overlay shaped as a ring shown in Figure 2. In each ring, there are \( n \) nodes, where \( n \) is a predefined security parameter. Each node/link can route message towards the successor, that is, the next hop in the clockwise direction of the ring. We refer this direction as the ring direction.

Besides network topology, the more traffic a node creates, the more foreign traffic it must forward. Moreover, the messages that each node receive and send should be balanced to obscure its own actions and prevent timing analysis.

We classify the network nodes into two categories, normal nodes and super nodes. A normal node is a network node that has no direct connection to the nodes in other networks. A super node can be a normal node that can also provide message forward services to other network nodes. It can also be a special node dedicated to providing message forward services to the other network nodes. Each network may have multiple super nodes as highlighted in Figure 2.

Prior to network deployment, there should be an administrator. The administrator is responsible for selection of security parameters and a group-wise master key \( sG \in \mathbb{Z}_p^* \). The group master key should be well safeguarded from unauthorized access and never be disclosed to the ordinary group members. The administrator then chooses a collision-resistant cryptographic hash function \( h \), mapping arbitrary inputs to fixed-length outputs on \( \mathbb{Z}_p \), for example, SHA-1 [31].

The administrator assigns each super node a sufficiently large set of collusion-free pseudonyms that can be used to substitute the real IDs in communications to defend against passive attacks. If a super node uses one pseudonym continuously for some time, then it will not help to defend against possible attacks because the pseudonym can be

!![Figure 1. The tree topology illustration.](image1)!!

!![Figure 2. An illustration of network topology of the proposed scheme.](image2)!!
analyzed the same way as its real ID. To solve this problem, each node should use dynamic pseudonyms instead. This requires each super node to sign up with the administrator, who will assign each super node a list of random and collision-resistant pseudonyms:

\[ N_A = \{id^1_A, \ldots, id^k_A\} \]

In addition, each super node will also be assigned a corresponding secret set:

\[ S_A = \left\{ g^{m_A(id^1_A)}, \ldots, g^{m_A(id^k_A)} \right\} \]

### 4.2. Anonymous local ring communication

To realize anonymous network-layer communications, obviously, there should be no explicit information (such as the message sender and recipient Internet addresses) in the message in the overlay network. All of the information related to overlay addresses, including the destination ring where the recipient resides, should be embedded into the anonymizing message payload.

Prior to network deployment, the administrator needs to select a set of security parameters for the entire system, including a large prime \( p \) and a generator \( g \) of \( \mathbb{Z}_p^\ast \). The network nodes \( A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_n \) and the corresponding public keys \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n \) of the \( n \) participating network nodes, where \( x_i \in \mathbb{Z}_p \), are a randomly selected private key of node \( A_i \), and \( y_i \) is computed from \( y_i = g^{x_i} \mod p \).

In each local ring, a normal node only has connection to other nodes in the same ring. The communication between two normal nodes in different rings has to be forwarded through the super nodes in the respected local rings.

Each message contains a nonce (\( N \)), a message flag \( (mF) \), a recipient flag \( (rF) \), and a secret key. The nonce is a random number that is used only once to prevent message replay attack. The message flag carries the priority of the message. The message flag value 0 means that the transmitted message is a dummy message or the cell is empty. The dummy message can be replaced if the current node has a message to transmit. The message flag 1 means the message is meaningful and has highest priority to be transmitted. Optionally, we can define message flag 2 to represent that the message is meaningful and should be delivered if possible. However, it has a lower priority. If there is a conflict with message priority 1, then it can be delayed. Certainly, more priority can be defined and enforced. The recipient flag enables the recipient to know whether he is the targeted receiver. The secret key is used to encrypt the subsequent block(s) by using symmetric encryption algorithm.

Prior to data transmission, a super node needs to first initiate the data transmission in the local ring, which is a dummy message transmitted to the next super node following the ring direction in the local ring (Figure 3). However, the message flag is set to be 0. When the packet reaches a normal node, if that node has data to transmit, it can replace the dummy data with its own message. However, to continue the message transmission and prevent the node from being identified as the receiver, the recipient node creates a new dummy message and to be delivered to the closest super node. Similarly, any node can substitute the dummy message with its own message. However, when a dummy message arrives at a super node, it needs to regenerate a dummy message and sends to the next super node so that this process can be continued.

\[
\begin{align*}
M(i, j) &= pk_{i+1}(N_{i+1}, mF_{i+1}, rF_{i+1}, sk_{i+1})sk_{i+1}(M(i + 1, j)) \\
M(i+1, j) &= pk_{i+2}(N_{i+2}, mF_{i+2}, rF_{i+2}, sk_{i+2})sk_{i+2}(M(i + 2, j)) \\
&\vdots \\
M(j - 1, j) &= pk_j(N_j, mF_j, rF_j, sk_j)sk_j(S(m)))
\end{align*}
\]  

At any time, multiple concurrent messages may be transmitted in the local ring. The number of such messages can be determined by the data transmission requirement as well as the node transmission capacity. The mix-up of dummy information with the real messages makes the adversaries unable to detect the real message senders and the receivers. Because no single node will receive the same packet more than once, therefore, no single node is able to identify the real receiver of each message packet.

More specifically, for a node \( A_i \) to transmit a message \( m \) anonymously to a node \( A_j \) in the local ring, where \( j > i \), node \( A_i \) generates a new message \( M(i, j) \) defined in Equation (8), where for \( l = i+1, \ldots, j \), \( N_l \) is a nonce, \( mF_l \) is a message flag, \( rF_l \) is a recipient flag, \( sk_l \) is the secret key used for one-time message encryption, and \( || \) stands for message concatenation.

The message \( M(i, j) \) can be transmitted when a dummy message is received. The node substitutes the dummy message with \( M(i, j) \). The message will then be forwarded node to node to the successor nodes \( A_{i+1}, A_{i+2}, \ldots, A_j \) until it reaches the message recipient in the ring direction, which is the clockwise direction.

![Figure 3. Local ring.](image-url)
When the node $A_{i+1}$ receives the message packet, the node decrypts the first block of the received message by using its private key corresponding to $pk_{i+1}$. After that, the node will take the recipient flag and message flag with the instruction for the following actions.

The amount of traffic flow that a node creates as the initiator is concealed in the traffic that it forwards because the overall traffic that it receives is the same as the traffic that it forwards. In addition to the balanced traffic, the message is encrypted with the private key that only the recipient can recover, while the intermediate nodes can only view the instruction of the message allowed. As the sender’s message is indistinguishable by other nodes, the sender and the recipient are thus hidden amongst the other nodes. It is infeasible for the adversary to correlate messages by using traffic analysis and timing analysis because of message encryption. Therefore, perfect obscure of its own messages can be assured. Detailed security analysis will be presented later on.

With the measurement of dummy messages that it receives, the super nodes can determine whether the volume of messages in concurrent transmission in the local ring should be increased or decreased to optimize the overall system performance.

In the proposed protocol, a node’s joining and leaving in the overlay ring are straightforward. When a node wishes to join a ring, it only needs to find two adjacent nodes where it would like to join the ring. For a node to leave the ring, the predecessor of the node should simply skip the current node and communicate directly to its successor as long as they each has the other node’s necessary communication information.

### 4.3. Anonymous communications between two arbitrary super nodes

In the previous section, we present the mechanism that allows two arbitrary nodes to communicate anonymously in the same local ring. This includes communications between two super nodes in the same local ring. For two arbitrary super nodes in different rings to communicate anonymously, we will first introduce the concept of anonymous authentication or secret handshake by Balfanz et al. [32]. Anonymous authentication allows two nodes in the same group to authenticate each other secretly in the sense that each party reveals its group membership to the other party only if the other party is also a group member. Nonmembers are not able to recognize group members. Secret handshake has been applied in anonymous routing in mobile ad hoc networks [33].

The scheme consists of a set of super nodes, an administrator who creates groups and enrols super nodes in groups. For this purpose, the administrator will assign each super node $A$ a set of pseudonyms $id_{1}^{S}, \ldots, id_{s}^{S}$, where $s$ is a large security parameter. In addition, the administrator also calculates a corresponding secret set

$$\left\{ g^{sG(h(id_{1}^{S}))mod p}, \ldots, g^{sG(h(id_{s}^{S}))mod p} \right\}$$

for super node $A$, where $sG$ is the group secret and $h$ is a hash function.

The pseudonyms will be dynamically selected and used to substitute the real IDs in each communications. This means that two super nodes $A$ and $B$ can know each other’s group membership only if they belong to the same group.

When the super node $A$ wants to authenticate to the super node $B$, the following secret handshakes can be conducted:

1. $A \rightarrow B$: Super node $A$ randomly selects an unused pseudonym $id_{1}^{A}$ and a random nonce $N_{1}$ and then sends $id_{1}^{A}, N_{1}$ to super node $B$.
2. $B \rightarrow A$: Super node $B$ randomly selects an unused pseudonym $id_{1}^{B}$ and a random nonce $N_{2}$ and then sends $id_{1}^{B}, N_{2}, V_{0} = h(K_{BA}\mid id_{1}^{A}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid N_{1}\mid N_{2}\mid 0)$ to super node $A$, where $K_{BA} = g^{sG(h(id_{1}^{A}))h(id_{1}^{B})mod p}$.
3. $A \rightarrow B$: Super node $A$ sends $V_{1} = h(K_{AB}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid N_{1}\mid N_{2}\mid 1)$ to super node $B$, where $K_{AB} = g^{sG(h(id_{1}^{A}))h(id_{1}^{B})mod p}$.

Because

$$K_{BA} = g^{sG(h(id_{1}^{A}))h(id_{1}^{B})mod p} = g^{sG(h(id_{1}^{B}))h(id_{1}^{B})mod p} = K_{AB}$$

$A$ can verify $V_{0}$ by checking whether

$$V_{0} = h(K_{BA}\mid id_{1}^{A}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid N_{1}\mid N_{2}\mid 0)$$

If the verification succeeds, then $A$ knows that $B$ is an authentic group peer. Similarly, $B$ can verify $A$ by checking whether

$$V_{1} = h(K_{BA}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid id_{1}^{B}\mid N_{1}\mid N_{2}\mid 1)$$

If the verification succeeds, then $B$ knows that $A$ is also an authentic group peer. However, in this authentication process, neither super node $A$ nor super node $B$ can obtain the real identity of the other node. In other words, the real identities of super node $A$ and super node $B$ remain anonymous after the authentication process.

### 4.4. Anonymous communication between two arbitrary normal nodes

We already described the mechanisms for two nodes in the same ring to communicate anonymously. In this section, we will introduce the anonymous communication mechanism for two arbitrary nodes in different overlay networks.

We already mentioned in the previous section that there should be no explicit exposure about the Internet addresses of the message sender and recipient. To transmit a message, the sender first randomly selects a local super node and transmits the message to the super node according to the mechanism described before. On receiving the message, the local super node first determines the destination ring ID by checking the message recipient flag $rF$, either
0 or 1. If it is 0, then the recipient and the super node are in the same local ring. The message can be forwarded in the recipient node by using the previously described mechanism. If \( rF \) is 1, then the recipient is in different ring. The super node forwards the message to a super node in the destination ring as described in the previous section. Finally, when the super node in the recipient’s local ring receives the message, the communications again become local ring communications. The message can now be transmitted in the same way that the sender and the recipient are in the same local ring.

Alternatively, the super node can broadcast the received message in the recipient’s ring. While providing message recipient anonymity, the message can also be encrypted so that only the message recipient can decrypt the message.

The proposed anonymous communication is quite general and can be used in a variety of situations for communication anonymity, including anonymous file sharing. For anonymous file sharing, the file requester needs to send a query to a local super node about the desired file, the requester’s ring ID, and optionally the requester’s public key in the anonymous message payload so that no broadcasting is needed in the recipient’s ring.

### 4.5. Security analysis

In this section, we will analyze anonymity, impersonation attack, and replay attack of the proposed anonymous communication protocol.

#### 4.5.1. Anonymity

We will first prove that the proposed communication protocol can provide both message sender and the recipient anonymity in the local ring communications.

**Theorem 3.** It is computationally infeasible for an adversary to identify the message sender and recipient in the local ring. Therefore, the proposed anonymous communication protocol provides both sender and recipient anonymity in the local ring.

**Proof.** (Sketch) The number of message packages that each node receives from its immediate predecessor is the same as the number of packets that it forwards to its immediate successor. Moreover, each message package is encrypted using either the public keys or the shared secret keys of the intermediate nodes. No adversary can distinguish the real meaningful message from the dummy message in the transmission because of the traffic balance property and message content encryption. Therefore, the adversary cannot distinguish the initiator traffic from the indirection traffic and learn whether the node is a recipient, a receiver, or simply a node that provides message forward service. Consequently, both the message sender and recipient information are anonymous from the adversary attack.

For two normal nodes in different rings to communicate anonymously, the communication can be broken into three segments: the communication between the sender and a local super node, the communication between two super nodes in the corresponding rings, and the communication between the recipient super node and the recipient. Theorem 3 has assured the communication anonymity between two super nodes in different rings to achieve full anonymity between the sender and recipient.

Theorem 4. The proposed communication protocol between two super nodes can provide both message sender and recipient anonymity.

**Corollary 1.** The proposed anonymous communication protocol can provide full anonymity for any sender and recipient in the overlay network ring(s).

#### 4.5.2. Impersonation attacks

For an adversary that elects to perform impersonation attack, if his target is the normal node, then he needs to conduct forgery attack. We already proved in Theorem 2 that this is infeasible. Therefore, we only need to consider whether it is feasible for an adversary to forge a super node.

For an adversary to impersonate as a super node, he needs to perform secret authentication with a super node \( A \). This requires the adversary \( A \) to compute \( g^{c(id^A) \cdot id_i} \mod p \), where \( id^A \) is the identity of the adversary and \( id_i \) is the \( i \)th pseudonym of the super node \( A \). However, because the adversary does not know the master secret \( s_G \), he or she is unable to compute \( g^{c(id^A) \cdot h(id^A)} \mod p \) and impersonate as a super node. Therefore, we have the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.** It is computationally infeasible for a PPT adversary \( A \) to impersonate as a super node.

Like all other network communication protocols, in our proposed protocol, an adversary may choose to drop some of the messages. However, if the immediate predecessor and the successor nodes are honest and willing to cooperate, then the messages being dropped and the substitution of the valid messages with the dummy messages can be effectively tracked using the provided message flags.

An adversary that is elected as a super node may refuse to forward messages across the rings and thus block the anonymous communications between the sender and the receiver. This attack can be hard to detect if the sender does not have the capability to monitor all network traffic. However, the sender can randomly select the super nodes.
for each data transmission. If the nonce is properly generated, when a packet is lost, the recipient should be able to know.

4.5.3. Message replay attacks

The message replay attack occurs when an adversary can intercept the communication packet, correlate the message to the corresponding sender and recipient, and retransmit it.

Theorem 6. It is computationally infeasible for an adversary to successfully modify/reply an (honest) node’s message.

Proof. (Sketch) According to Equation (8), each message package in communication has a unique one-time session identifier (nonce) to protect the message package from modification and replay attacks. In addition, these fields are encrypted using the intermediate receiver nodes’ public keys so that only the designated receiver nodes can decrypt the message. Each packet bears different and uncorrelated IDs when transmitted across different rings. Therefore, it is computationally infeasible for the adversary to modify or reply any messages in the overlay network ring. In fact, even if the same message is transmitted multiple times, the adversary cannot link them together without knowing all the private keys of the intermediate nodes.

4.6. Efficiency and performance evaluation

Anonymity is achieved as a result of trade-off with efficiency and computational complexity. In our case, the transmission of dummy messages is required as a message carrier in the local ring. It thus increases the communication overhead and the average data latency. In terms of communication complexity (the messages transmitted in the network for every anonymous message), time complexity (time required to transmit a message) and buffer complexity (the buffer size required for each processor to the messages) [4], we have the following theorem.

Theorem 7. In the proposed protocol, the communication complexity of the proposed protocol is \(O(n)\), time complexity is \(O(n)\), and buffer complexity is \(O(n)\).

Proof. (Sketch) For our proposed protocol, the communication complexity and time complexity is the same, which is \(O(n)\) because we need to transmit \(O(n)\) message for each anonymous message sent. It is clear that the buffer complexity of the proposed protocol is at most \(O(n)\).

In addition, the proposed protocol also increases extra computational complexity of each node because it has to decrypt every received message and verify the message authentication code.

There is always a trade-off between time complexity and communication complexity. For example, to reduce the transmission latency, multiple messages can be transmitted in a ring concurrently. However, this will increase the computational complexity.

4.7. Simulations

Simulation results are provided in Figure 4 to demonstrate the communication delay and delivery ratio of the proposed scheme. Our simulation was performed using ns-2 on Linux system. Our simulation results are based on the average of randomly selected packets from each node. In the simulation, the target area is a square field of size 8000 \(\times\) 8000 m. We partition this field into 2500 normal grids/nodes.

The mixing ring is composed of 80 grids, that is, \(r = 80\). There are four relay ring nodes in the mixing ring, that is, \(n = 4\). We assume that the randomly selected intermediate node is at least 600 m away from the real message source. The data messages are 8-bit long, that is, \(l = 8\). The vehicle messages are 16-bit long, that is, \(L = 16\).

Our simulation results demonstrate while enabling 100% package delivery ratio that the proposed scheme is also very efficient and can be used for practical applications.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first propose a novel and efficient SA-MAC that can be applied to any messages. While ensuring unconditional message sender anonymity, SA-MAC can also provide message content authenticity. To provide provable anonymity without suffering from transmission collusion problem, we then propose a novel anonymous communication protocol for both message sender and recipient. Security analysis shows that the proposed protocol is secure against various attacks. Our analysis also shows that it is efficient and practical. The proposed protocol can be applied for secure file sharing.

![Figure 4. Message transmission delay.](image-url)
Notation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AS or S</td>
<td>anonymity set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC</td>
<td>message authentication code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; message authentication code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA-MAC</td>
<td>source anonymous MAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MES</td>
<td>modified ElGamal signature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPT</td>
<td>probabilistic polynomial time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>a large prime number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the integer field module p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>a primitive element in Z&lt;sub&gt;p&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the private key of the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the public key of the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; signature component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>the ElGamal signature component</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>the message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>the number of users in the AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; member in the AS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>hash value h(m, r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pki&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;’s public key for message header encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pki&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>encrypt m using public key pki&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sk&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>A&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;’s secret key for symmetric encryption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sk&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>encrypt m using secret key sk&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; nonce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mFi</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; message flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rFi</td>
<td>the i&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; recipient flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(i, j)</td>
<td>message concatenation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S(m)</td>
<td>the SA-MAC of message m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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